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‘NEGATIVE EVENTS’
Seven years ago, on June 8 (Year 13, Day 296),
Commander Hatonn wrote about “NEGATIVE
EVENTS”, saying:
“Know, reader, that from every seemingly ‘negative’
event as might be the perception of mass consciousness,
come the very steps forward in ‘positive’ reality. A
seemingly negative event often gives opportunity for
expressing the very points to the very people most
necessary to forward movement to successful
interchange. When truth is found strong and a man
found trustworthy it is clear immediately that he shall
stand strong in the face of the liars and cheats.”
Accordingly, we should use the perceived
“negative events” unfolding at present as the GIFT
they are, “expressing the very points to the very
people most necessary to forward movement to
successful interchange”.
By the way, the foregoing citation is from the same
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Commander Hatonn who ALWAYS INSISTED ON
CONFRONTING THE LIE, ESPECIALLY AS IT
MIGHT IMPACT ON “THE MISSION”. ISN’T IT
PECULIAR, THEN, THAT THE “JONUR”
“HATONN” FEATURED IN “EJ EKKER’S”
“CONTACT” HAS NEITHER CONFRONTED
“ME” NOR ADDRESSED ANY OF THE MAJOR
ISSUES PRESENTED IN THIS PUBLICATION?
The bootleg “EJ Ekker version” of CONTACT has
been distributed without so much as an indication of any
kind of problem whatsoever—and that should speak
VOLUMES to anyone even somewhat discerning.
TAKE NOTE: NEW WEBSITE
WWW.CONTACTNEWSPAPER.COM
Moves are afoot to attempt to usurp even the
online publication of this “version” at the Phoenix
Source Distributors website. Accordingly, if for any
reason the existing website is usurped under fraudulent
pretense of corporate control (brought about by
UNLAWFUL AND ILLEGAL actions taken by Janet
Carriger as agent for EJ Ekker), be advised that a
NEW DOMAIN NAME has already been registered in
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anticipation of this effort to choke off the truth.
If Volume 49 issues are changed out by the
usurpers to reflect the blasphemous Jonur writings
instead of covering the ongoing control issues
involving EJ Ekker—if the issues presented from this
keyboard for March 14, March 28, April 11, April 25,
May 9 and May 23 suddenly “disappear”—then please
go to the new domain to continue to receive the truth
instead of the bogus “EJ Ekker version” “CONTACT”:
WWW.CONTACTNEWSPAPER.COM
No website exists at the new domain name at this
time but all of the information can be moved over to
the new site within a few days, if it becomes
necessary.
BUDGET CORPORATE RENEWALS
It is not so sad to report that similar efforts have
been underway for some time already to usurp the
website of Budget Corporate Renewals, no doubt due
to the in-your-face “HOSTILE TAKEOVER” Notice
prominently featured on all major pages of that site
(Continued on page 2)
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(BudgetCorporateRenewals.com—see also the usurped
site, an exact COPY, BudgetCorporationServices.com).
Why “not so sad”? Because, dagnabit, I BUILT that
company from the ground up and truly do hate to see
it RUINED BY EJ EKKER’S ANTICS AND
OUTRIGHT FRAUD. Eventually, as the smoke
clears among the rubble, I would very much like to
see BCR still standing—and continuing to support the
REAL Mission.
Isn’t it amazing that instead of doing the
honorable thing of simply paying me for my work, EJ
Ekker has chosen to risk complete destruction of the
company? It doesn’t seem to matter at all to HIM if
the business is destroyed. Hmmm, it actually is quite
a bit like the story of King Solomon directing that the
baby be cut in two! That website is probably worth
something on the order of $10,000 worth of sales per
month to BCR, certainly a greater expense than paying
my invoices. For some reason, however, it is worth
MORE to EJ Ekker to deny me that which is due and
owing to me BY CONTRACT (now breached but not
voided). It’s alright; his efforts to choke me off
financially have not denied me the opportunity to
carry on with “The Mission”, even if it means that
YOU don’t get all you think you deserve out of life.
As for Janet Carriger, it is somewhat
understandable that she would choose the side of the
bread on which she perceived was the butter—and
keep EJ Ekker from “terminating” her services,
something which, in truth, HE HAD/HAS NO
ACTUAL POWER TO DO. The notable thing about
this circumstance is that her FEAR of losing her
livelihood could yet draw in that most negative result,
unless she “comes clean” and points her finger at Mr.
Ekker when the authorities come to call on her.
It does seem as if the “authorities” are completely
unresponsive to my complaints about numerous
violations of Nevada Revised Statute 239.330, a Class
C felony with penalties of one to four years and up to
$10,000 for each offense. Even THAT is perhaps
understandable, inasmuch as I AM NOT A UNITED
STATES “PERSON”. In fact, I am a DENIZEN of
the United States (as per the “severance, waiver, denial
and forfeiture of all benefits” public notice recorded in
my name in October 2003), so why on Earth “should”
they do anything about a complaint from “me” when,
to them, I DON’T EVEN EXIST?
THE REAL QUESTION IS: WHY DOESN’T
SOMEONE “ELSE” REGISTER A COMPLAINT
with the FBI and/or the Clark County Sheriff? IF
EVERYONE CHOOSES TO ALLOW this ongoing
travesty, what do you suppose shall be created?
Full details are on page 10 of the March 28 issue
but no one “else” has done ANYTHING about it—
so far—and what are YOU waiting for? Mark
Moore wants to focus on some perceived wrongdoing
by me several years ago (which was NOT) but won’t
do anything about a PROVABLE crime “now”? Oh,
well? And what’s YOUR excuse? It is not up to one
person to do it all FOR you and I have no desire to do
so in any case.
I’ll take this opportunity to remind you ALL that
Global Alliance Investment Association exists for the
benefit of all people, including you, and it is the TOP
corporation in a network of corporations which
includes “little” BCR. YOU ARE A “MEMBER”
AND IF YOU ARE ALSO A UNITED STATES
CITIZEN, YOU AUTOMATICALLY HAVE
“STATUS” TO REGISTER A COMPLAINT.
Will you allow THIS, too, to go unchallenged? We
shall see.
“Don’t, dear ones, wait until life makes the
choices FOR YOU. Consider what IS and not that
which depends on ‘another’ to secure, somehow, your
security and abundance.”—GCH, 6/12/2000
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THE LUMBER IN MARK MOORE’S EYES
In his effort to get in “the last word” on the email
circuit, which I am more than happy to let him have,
Mark Moore takes exception to my statement:
“Sorry, Mark, but pulling rank on Commander
Hatonn will only merit you demerits because HE IS
IN CHARGE OF THIS TRANSITION, NOT YOU.”
Mark’s (presumably “bathed in the Light of
Aton”) retort:
“You are incorrect again, fallen brother Ron. Esu
Immanuel, presently known as Sananda, is IN
CHARGE—Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn has never
claimed to be anything but the Commander.”
Perhaps then, Mark, you could explain this
statement by Commander Hatonn:
“I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander in
Chief, Earth Project Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight
Command, Intergalactic Federation Fleet-Ashtar
Command; Earth Representative to the Cosmic
Council and Intergalactic Federation Council on Earth
Transition. You may call me ‘Hatonn’.
“Let there be no misunderstanding of WHO I
AM! I come in this portion as a fourth dimensional
Project Commander in charge of Earth Transition.”
So, come again, Mark? Are you saying that
Commander Hatonn ERRED in saying HE is in
charge of this Transition? Your overstretching efforts
to brand me as OTHER than that which I am are
unbecoming, to say the least. Labeling me as a “liar,
cheat, thief and con man” wasn’t enough for you, you
had to go ahead and add “fallen brother”. Get a life,
Mark, and stop pretending that you speak FOR Higher
Resource. It is rather obvious that you do not and
“backing up” YOUR words “as if” they are direct
from Higher Source is “taking the name of the Lord
in vain”, i.e. BLASPHEMY.
Mark asks the striking question, “Why do you let
FEAR consume you, Ron?”
Excuse me for responding BUT it seems to me
that I have been one of the more fearLESS individuals
involved with this particular Mission, having given up
EVERYTHING, dropped EVERYTHING and given
of my WHOLE LIFE ENERGY to this purpose. So,
of what are YOU so afraid, Mr. Moore inasmuch as
you have DONE far LESS? Are you afraid that
others have seen past the illusion of yourself you have
constructed for public consumption, especially with all
of those “unflattering” references by GCH Himself to
your p___-poor attitude carried in the last issue?
Mark goes on to pick nits over what was or was
not derived from a Private writing of November 4,
2003—apparently without realizing and certainly
without acknowledging that Commander Hatonn had
some things to say about him to which he was not
privy at the time. The need for PRIVACY with
regard to that communication was occasioned by Mark
Moore’s senseless vendetta against me, which was
bringing harm to The Mission.
“Doris Eloise Ekker is NOT Gyeorgos Ceres
Hatonn”, Mark writes, without even beginning to
understand her representation of the FEMALE aspect
of God, as per Commander’s middle name, Ceres.
Not possible, Mark? Does anyone else want to argue
that she is “’of’ Hatonn”? WHY and on what basis?
Here is a partial transcription of a meeting tape
(Tape 2-a from June 20, 1993, 14 years ago) in which
GCH describes the pain of a (any) soul realizing the
need to re-express:
“If you spend your time poisoning your own soul
with all these things manifest in your physical, electric
universe, it will trap you, and the soul gets smaller and
then it gets terrified of its own destruction and it sees
that it won’t make it again in this expression, and it
becomes very tiny and very weak and drawn and very
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pained in its own knowing that it will have to express
again. So at every opportunity it will nudge, and it
will nudge and it will nudge, and confrontations of self
against self are very frequently just too big to manage.
And the intent in every instance of the adversary is to
win that emotional/electric battle.”
So, Mark and ALL: Do not let the adversary
prevail. Recognize the true nature of the battle and
the adversary. (And no, Mark, I am not the adversary,
even though you have set yourself in adversarial
opposition as you have pursued your VENDETTA.)
From that same meeting tape:
“There will be times that you won’t understand
what’s going on, when there will be rifts and there
will be great voids and there will be great gaps in
relationships. Does that mean that they cannot be
repaired? No, it depends on what causes the rift.”
So, once again we come back to the question:
WHAT CAUSES THE RIFT, BROTHER? Is it just
possible—shock and horror—that you are not perfect,
not having claimed that status yet? (Join the club!) Is
it that you believe that you should be doing “my” job,
that YOU should be directing Global Alliance
Investment Association? Why can’t you accept the
FACT that GCH assigned THIS job to ME? Does it
in any way make you “lesser”? Can you make
yourself “greater” by somehow tearing me down (the
effort at which shall not succeed in any case)? I
sincerely hope you PONDER these questions, Mark,
BUT I do not have any great expectation.
From that same meeting tape (and by the way,
these meeting tapes are posted on the website) comes
a reference which EJ Ekker should probably ponder,
along with anyone else who cannot seem to let go of
the MATERIAL aspects of this World:
“Because when you come to the brink of the
precipice and you’ve got to step over, guess what goes
with you: just your soul. And if that little
transaction you made doesn’t suit you, I want to
guarantee you, when you’re standing on the brink,
ready to take that step, some will turn back to the
pot of gold and tumble with it into the pit. You’d
better be ready to leave it. And that is your lack of
faith if you think you’re leaving something of value.
There is GLORY on the other side of that step and
you don’t need that pot of gold.”
THE DIVINE PLAN
It NEVER WAS about the gold, except as it can
be used to usher in God’s New Millennium and the
Age of Abundance—for ALL. In order to put
everything in proper perspective, this is probably a
very good juncture at which to review THE DIVINE
PLAN as presented by Commander Hatonn way back
in 1992 and every bit as valid today. I hope you all
enjoy re-reading this material with the benefit of
hindsight. Everything had to be pretty much
EXACTLY as it has been to get us to HERE, where
we stand right at the threshold of accomplishment.
Is man READY for God’s abundance? That’s a
very good question. Perhaps ONE day we will get
past the distractions of picking nits and get on with it!
As GCH wrote 7 years ago (June 12, 2000):
“God knocks on the door and after no one
answers, HE ACCEPTS THE DENIAL AND
MOVES ON. Ah indeed, it is wise to know when to
hold, fold or walk away!
“... Only a few will run the entire race but enough
will do so as to allow for other races on other
occasions in unfolding history of ‘coming events’.”
The Divine Plan awaits YOUR choice. What’s it
going to be: hold, fold or walk away?
Salu!
Ronald Kirzinger (“of” Hatonn)
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last 2000 centuries of downfall into the ashes. There
is the wondrous rising of the Phoenix and its return to
be revealed within in power and glory. To the Native
Aboriginal Humans of the Tribes of the Flight People,
it is a time of rejoicing for the oral tradition promises
that this is the time of the return of that Pale Prophet,
that wondrous teacher, the White Buffalo Cow
Woman—or that Lost White Brother. In every
language the story is pouring forth if the resource be
in truth and recognition of the relationships with the
“Bird Tribes” is understood. Can we pull away from
JOURNAL” unfolds and, if it is inconvenient in the the tirade against you briefly and share some of the
reading, I apologize—but you have so much to learn unfolding of the REALLY great mysteries?
and we have so little “time” in which to give it unto
ATLANTIS: WHAT AND WHY
you. My scribe is “human” as are you so we shall do
the very best we can and YOU shall have to do the
To understand why Earth is in its present turmoil,
rest. Salu
May we walk this wondrous passage together for you must look back in time and remember the great
I am but your elder brother come as Host to bring you civilization of Atlantis and that of Lemuria. I need not
go further back at this time for these remnants hold
home.
enough to give verification of your “present”.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn/Aton
Atlantis, for instance, is not a figment of science
The Beginning and the Never-ending!
fiction, but was a tangible civilization in Earth’s past
history. It, however, only represents the more recent
CHAPTER 1
GCH, Mon., May 25, 1992 9:25 a.m. (5-283—#1) experience, the uplifting of civilization and then,
again, the downfall—beyond the continents and
civilizations upon which it was built.
NOTATIONS
Because it plays such a linking portion of your
historical
travels as human man upon planet Earth I
Will you begin to center yourself this day? As
shall
briefly
focus upon it for a minute before moving
you do so you will discover something worthwhile
on
to
the
portions
and locations which have more inextending toward the periphery of the circle. You will
find again some of the joy in the “now”, some of the depth and pointed information intended for one or two
peace in the “here”, some of the love in me and in self to receive in the silence within.
which go to make up the kingdom of heaven as can be
MASTER THIS THIRD DIMENSION
perceived even upon your Earth. My lifetime listens
to yours, oh brethren, and I have come to share today
How can you master the third dimensional
with you.
My own growth is enhanced every time I, Hatonn, environment of Earth? Firstly, by getting to truly
give my attention fully to another being—and this “know yourselves”—who you ARE, what you
process is multiplied over and over and over again. ARE, why you ARE here. Next, by learning to
This can only be Truth for your own journey, precious control all aspects of this wondrous environment of
ones, for I am but YOU grown in wisdom and learning—in a positive manner bringing you back
presence. Will you be there for someone today? within God’s intended path and into balance and
Always God sends his hosts and messengers to be harmony—not chaos. Thirdly, you must come into
with YOU—will YOU return in like manner? It is understanding this “Earth” Shan and its relationship
to what lies beyond the third dimensional
your ticket home!
And can ye share? Can you REALLY listen to environment.
In Atlantis, man had advanced to a remarkable
another and allow his relating an important event that
has happened to him?—without trying to “top” him degree of control and understanding of the third
with a story of your own? Can you not allow another dimensional environment, and was at a point where
he could have led Earth Shan and its inhabitants
“to have the stage”?
And while you ponder priorities; and what shall into the fourth dimensional experience of physicalye do in order of importance TODAY—does God and spiritual growth. Instead, some who possessed
thine own spiritual journey and family go begging? advanced knowledge began to abuse and pervert
Brothers, get your priorities straight for no one is ever this knowledge by enslaving other men, and by
known to have said on his death bed, “Gee, if I’d only misusing their spiritual POWERS in various other
spent more time at the office or at the bar gathering ways. When this abuse of spiritual power became
too widespread, it set into motion certain forces
relationships!”
Ye shall have arrived in the human format when which resulted in the eventual disintegration and
you live your life as an exclamation, not an destruction of the civilization. This destruction did
not occur in one giant cataclysm, as may be
explanation.
commonly supposed. Rather, it occurred as a
process of decline that lasted over thousands of
BRIGHT NEW VISTAS
years. During this period of degeneration, the
FROM A LONG, LONG HISTORY
continent gradually broke apart and yielded its
As we sit to write this day I am going to turn our majority portions to the ocean. Gradually, the
attention to another portal—as I so often do. I always inhabitants of this once great civilization migrated
must apologize for the interruptions in thought flow to various parts of Earth, taking with them the
but, oh my children, there is so much more that is remembered skills and technologies that resulted in
worthy of thine goals and directions and the archaeological wonders that fascinate you
understanding—than can be held in the evil practices today. Modern archeology is for the most part at
upon your beings. You cannot turn unto these things, a loss to explain such evidences as still exist in
however, until you understand that which has pulled Central and South America, in England and Egypt
you down and is in the process of destroying your and elsewhere around Earth. There is most
very freedom—but there is more to your past than the certainly a total lack of any kind of understanding

Divine Plan Volume I
Chapter One
“The test of an individual is when he stands on
the threshold of supreme choices and sees that the
goodly way is the only alternative acceptable and
takes it. How long will God offer his gifts? Forever
into infinity. The point is not in God’s offering BUT
MAN’S ACCEPTANCE.”—GCH, 6/12/00
So, what do you think as you ponder holding or
folding: IS MAN READY TO ACCEPT GOD’S GIFTS
OF ABUNDANCE? Or will you TOLERATE the evil
that always seeks to destroy Divine Potential?
The Divine Plan itself as an idea of God cannot
be destroyed, of course, but it can be delayed for a
very long time until man is ready for it and accepts his
responsibility to oppose error.
Within the Grand Play there are many “acts” and
within the current act it has become obvious that a
certain individual has moved to seize control of the
workings to the extent of outright criminal activities
involving numerous others. As a result there are now
two “versions” of nearly everything associated with
the Divine Plan. There are de facto and de jure
versions of Global Alliance Investment Association
and the Philippines-based Tallano-Acop Foundation
along with other corporate entities—and there is a de
facto (illegitimate) version of this very publication.
Is this just “interesting” to you or do you feel
compelled to DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT?
“God provides; Man decides.”
DEDICATION
To all who seek Truth and unto My Remnant for
the Days of God are present even in the midst of the
Darkness of Evil. So shall the passage be made into
the Lighted places of the Lion that all shall come
within the shelter of HIS WINGS and SOAR AS
EAGLES. Amen.
FOREWORD
I have little to say as we enter into this
unfoldment—needing to begin in the middle of
circumstances and fleshing out in both directions as
we write.
In the beginning is only an actual “Once Upon a
Time”....! But you MUST come to realize, and very
quickly now, that you didn’t just go “big bang” and
neither did you “swim ashore”. You were created as
Man and brought unto this placement by your elder
species. Also and “further more” you did not
assemble from the asteroid belt of the “big bang”. But
you did have a very large happening occur and now
you are making it back around to the place in the
cycles wherein you can expect another and even more
powerful “Bang-Bang”, time warp, time shift and
energy shift—into a time of experience of LIGHT.
We have efforted to bring comfort to you with our
presence and purpose but you as a species and
civilization are “right up against it”. This is going to
get more and more tumultuous as “time” passes and
events unfold. May you be given to understand and
recognize that which IS TRUTH from the LIES of the
adversary for therein lies your direction and passage.
There will be the distractions as the “daily
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of the “beings” who dwell on two planets (two
dimensions) as are found in places about the globe.
But always there would be forms sent forth in
guardian capacity in both the underground facilities
and within the etheric realms to attend the sacred
history and treasures of each segment of unfoldment.
You must realize that the “creation” is as old as
“Creator”—therefore ye cannot be in the dating or
timing of existence—on your place or anywhere else
within the whole of Universe. This is why I can only
speak of “historical” remembering as handed down
and as overseen by we who have already passed that
way and already “remember”.

indefinable Infinite Intelligence). Divine Mind always
proceeds in an orderly, evolutionary pattern predicated
upon Its principles of Universal Law. Wherever this
Divine Plan affects man, he is always made aware so
that he will have the opportunity to cooperate and
grow upward in this evolutionary spiral.
Man is now being made aware, through many
means, such as this very discourse, of certain galactic
facts of universal, immortal life. As you know, your
solar system is a part of the Milky Way Galaxy as you
have identified it. Your solar system revolves around
the Milky Way in an orbit that takes some 206 million
years as you would calculate in your numbers. We
can refer to this revolution of your solar system
around the galaxy as the Great Cycle Orbit. Your
solar system (our solar system—for you are a segment
within the solar system (actually) of Pleiades with our
Central Sun), was created some time in your type of
counting at least 4-1/2 billion years ago. This rough
estimate will serve us well enough for our purposes
herein. I am not going to teach you “truth in
astronomy” nor “astrological divining”. This
corresponds to 22 Great Cycle Orbits of your solar
system around the Greatest Central Sun, not to be
confused with the Central Sun, Alcione, of Pleiades.
You see and must understand that the Divine Plan as
regards YOU is not finished—only progressing into
other expression of the continuing “play” in action.
In the Will of Divine Mind, as communicated to
the Spiritual Echelon of our solar system, this
completes the time cycle in which our entire solar
system is to remain in its present state of evolution.
As the age of understanding and higher knowing
moves into a new frequency vibration where no
expression below the fourth dimension will long
continue to exist, comes the need to reconstruct and
have guidance into this higher state of experience.
Man has a basic set of “phases” in experience as a
whole, and the “whole” concept will be moving into
that which is higher in experience, while some
fragments will continue in ignorance within an
experience of limitations and bondage and others will
experience in the total void of Lightlessness—and
others who serve as simple “lesson creations” will be
removed and cease to experience.
Man began to experience life in your system
centuries in the millions past, at the beginning of the
present Greatest Cycle Orbit. The Divine Plan is for
all human life within your solar system to achieve at
least the awareness of cosmic consciousness by the
end of this orbit which is reaching its conclusion now
with the time of Kali (Chaos). This means that man
of Earth must immediately become aware of what
cosmic consciousness is and take the necessary steps
to raise his individual level of consciousness to that
state of knowing awareness. Failure to do so will
result in self destruction! Man of Earth, in your
present state, simply cannot tolerate the new incoming
change in physical frequencies even if he could
survive the physical bombardment thrust against him
by the evil intent and projection of man.
Within this Great Cycle Orbit, there have been a
number of lesser cycles. When the Atlantean
civilization failed to reach its development potential,
this left only the so-called 26,000 year “minor” cycle
of the zodiac (as you call it) to complete the Plan. As
this present age draws to a close, this cycle,
concurrently with the Great Cycle Orbit, comes to an
ending.
Right now, planet Earth is the only planet in your
solar system where man has not yet reached the
cosmic level of awareness.
This level of
consciousness must now be rapidly attained in order to
fulfill the Divine Plan and insure your continuity of
passage as a species of this civilization.

PHILIPPINES SPOTLIGHTED
How many of you would believe that the
Philippines, as currently located, hold the keys of
transition and reformation as well as rebuilding of
the remnant upon the beautiful Creation Shan?
There are other portions in other places but central
to the reclamation of this cycle of life-stream of
you as a civilization and experience of God self
upon that land-mass manifest—shall come to
balance and focus within the wondrous places
rising in the Sea of Peace, called Philippines.
Ah yes, ye can take the ministers and touters,
missionaries and gurus into the places of the
Lions—BUT YOU CANNOT TAKE THE PLACES
OF THE LIONS AND BIRD TRIBES FROM THE
HEARTS OF THE PEOPLE!
As with all tarnished writings and histories
under tampering, eventually the memory of the
glorious civilization that once existed, faded
entirely except in the awareness of the adepts who
possessed the arcanum, and in the subconscious
minds of former Atlanteans to be remembered
through the ORAL traditions and legends of the
passage of great sequences and cycles. The stories
bore meaning even if the subject as present was
seemingly pagan and ritualistic in behavior—nay,
nay, the Truth would always be present for the ones
come forth in the remembering in the time of
service unto Creation/Creator.
UNFOLDING DIVINE PLAN
So, you would ask, what has this to do with the
unfoldment of the Divine Plan? Just this—Atlantis
was not the only great civilization that has evolved
upon Earth. There have been many others lost to
antiquity such as Lemuria. But you are so attached
to some ones such as Lemuria that the memory
cannot be erased for you who experienced therein
are destined to serve again NOW. Each time that
mankind has advanced to the level of a Lemuria or
an Atlantis, it has had within its reach the
opportunity to raise Earth’s level of consciousness
to fourth dimensional awareness and it has failed.
Each failure was due to the misuse of spiritual
powers which allowed total takeover by evil intent
locked within the “physical” expression, in turn
entrapping the soul and delaying its passage into
glorious radiance.
In the past, this could be condoned because
there was still yet another chance. Now, however,
you have reached a point in Earth’s history and in
galactic evolution where the transition into fourth
dimensional consciousness must be made so that
you can perceive the dimensional expression of
understanding and KNOWING the principles of
LIFE-STREAM experience.
Let me explain a bit more clearly. The Divine
Plan is based upon the Will of God (Spirit, Universal
Mind, or whatever name you might choose to call the
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OTHER PLANETS OF OUR SUN
Because you cannot find life on other planets in your
solar system does not mean there were no life-forms
prior to now, now or will be in the future perception.
YOU are too limited in your understanding of factual
progression to begin to understand the evolution of lifeforms. YOU are stuck with the limitations of your
UNREALITY for you must rely solely upon your five
physical senses, and upon the findings of conventional
Earth science, to tell you whether or not intelligent
human life might exist on other planets of even your
own solar system. Worse yet, you rely on ANOTHER’S
perception and speculation and pronouncement regarding
“other places out there”.
At the close of every civilization as you now face—
through man’s progression along the binding physical
plane while denying the spiritual aspects of divinity and
infinite journey there is wondrous contact and interrelations formed and experienced between Cosmic
intelligence.
When Atlantis was at its height, there was open
communication between Earth and the other planets of
your system. After the fall, however, this open
communication was removed for you no longer had
desire for “balance” and had sunk into the mire of total
humanistic experience. Now that man of Earth has again
evolved to a point where he can make the transition into
higher consciousness, communication and contacts with
extraterrestrial beings has again increased and will
become most “common”. This being the “Greatest”
Cycle, there will be present many changes undreamt of
except through the minds of the ones sent forth to
enlighten you of the truth of it.
Indeed, there is a Divine Plan. Do not believe for
one moment that the ONLY plan afoot is the Plan 2000
of the Evil segment of Elite Human Puppet Masters.
The Plan involves many, many beings, human and
otherwise, from within and without the Earth’s planetary
structure. It will behoove all men to open their minds
and their hearts to at least consider these possibilities. It
will be far better to cooperate and work with the Divine
Plan and to reap the Divine Love, Light, Life, Peace,
Truth and Joy that it offers, than to oppose it and reap
eons of misery and regrets. The “coming back” is
indeed a long, hard journey.
WHO WILL HEAR
You ones of Truth will find it very difficult,
especially as you witness the Truth unfolding in your
very presence, to believe that anyone hearing what I have
just told you could ignore it or cast it aside without
further investigation. It would seem to take an extremely
prejudiced and unthinking mind to simply disregard this
information but there ARE those minds abounding upon
your physical placement.
There are many, however, wise and beautiful souls
upon your Earth Shan. When they are made aware of
an intelligent Divine Plan which offers tangible and
visible proof beyond the limited teachings of “religions”
(which actually build to a point of total entrapment and
then fizzle into agonizing deceit) they will awaken and
be made aware of an intelligent Divine Plan. They will
want more and more to participate in bringing the Plan
into fruition. The most difficult obstacle for most of
them is to scale those orthodox walls of entrapment. The
second most difficult obstacle will be to rise above the
self-imposed limitation of relying only upon the five
physical senses. You all, readers herein, have that very
bondage nagging at your very senses constantly.
We will continue to allow insight into the Divine
Plan unfolding—but it must be in proper sequence and
it must flow unto the “leaders” who come forth again as
representatives of the higher Commands and “Sky
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People”. Will ALL come “home”? No, for the play is
not finished—when the play is finished ALL will come
again, in Truth, unto and within the ONE.
UNLEARNING THE FALSE
Before the “few” can come into the knowing
(remembering) of purpose and journey, there must be
a period of reminding, recognition of status and
unlearning false precepts. God never leaves his
fledglings flapping mindlessly for very long. As with
all great cycle changes, preparations are laid forth for
tangible use during your time of change that the
changes brought forth can build a bridge into infinite
MIND in a dimensional manner appropriate to the
experience. Great treasures of wisdom and wealth; are
placed for use and guarded by the “guardians” sent
(and remaining in higher states of presentation) until
such time as an unveiling of purpose can be
recognized, proven and integrated within.
Each time that man’s evolution upon Earth has
reached a point where he could advance to a much
higher level, this “treasure”, if you will, has been
brought forth and made available to a worthy
custodian to use for the benefit of all mankind—
simply, quietly and in logical, reasonable manner to
draw no attention from the masses or adversary.
This has not taken place since the fall of Atlantis,
yea, these 26,000 years ago. Since that time the very
items in point have been placed in the appropriate
locations for use against the day of final and incredible
change and transition. Until the proper ones are in
place and into enough understanding to move “with
purpose” and “under direction” of highest intent,
nothing shall be presented for corruption at man’s
hands. Always will come the accompanying openingup of opportunity at Earth level of experience to
continue to “cover” carefully the building and needs of
the remnant in security.
In recent history, there have been numerous
individuals who have sought unsuccessfully to uncover
this vast wealth as you might guess. There have been
the deceivers and this is WHY the adversary clings to
and bombards the workers of Lighted Cause—to get
on the “inside” and garner wealth without honor in
Truth or production.
However, this is so well guarded that accidental
discovery IS IMPOSSIBLE. The reason for this is
obvious. Were this “wealth” and “knowledge” to
fall into the wrong hands it could literally destroy
the whole of mankind—and in addition, at least
destroy the Divine Plan in interruption and flow.
Contacts would be made in “strange” ways into the
hearts and minds of “guardians” and participants
and what would be needed would be presented in
most logical manner of presentation. All of these
things are yet to be unfolded unto you. You who are
coming into recognition of purpose will KNOW when
it is time to KNOW. Until such timing is proper, ye
will continue to do thine works as guided in
integration with us of the Hosts sent forth for the
sorting, testing and ultimate instructions, guidance and
actual building of that which is necessary. Many fail
the testing and sorting—MANY! In fact, until this
day—almost ALL. Aren’t we lucky that I can say
“almost” and not ALL?
Before this vast abundance can be presented for
use, much must be taught and directed so that no
errors in placement are allowed. Hearts and directions
change when wealth is presented into any equation—
this be for God’s evolvement—not for the “hell of it”
for “man’s further foolishness”. So be it.
Dharma, you are needed elsewhere. I, Hatonn,
shall stand by.
dharma
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Divine Plan Volume I
Chapter Two
GCH, Wed., May 27, 1992, 7:12 a.m. (5-285—#2)
CHAPTER 2
THE INFINITE
It is the INFINITE of this journey which is sought
and achieved regardless of direction “thought” has laid
forth. All is but cycles ending in the infinity of the
whole—if ye will. The journey will spiral always
until such time as thought projection takes you into the
sequence of events which allows for learning and
passage—each experience and portion adding to the
whole until the circle becomes ONE.
Let us look briefly at the symbolic circle which
can well indicate an “ending” or a “beginning” of
THE circle of experience and expression manifest in
the life-stream of the fragment in expression—
projected outward and returning honed and learned in
Knowing, unto ONENESS once again—a sequence—
not a “time”; a segment—not a “space”. In this
wondrous connection of the circle to itself, one can
perceive, perhaps, a destiny in which the world is
“gone”. As you come into the oneness with creator
into this voidance of time and space—all will be at
peace and rest without perception of impact upon the
blessed wholeness of “being”. Even the music is gone
but there need be no perception of such for that which
replaces the senses of music is that which BECOMES
the music and needs no “hearing”. There is only infinite
Reality symbolized by the circle of endless time.
This is what teachers have called Tao, Nirvana,
whatever the term according to communication of
intent and definition. The illusion of the world and
the illusion of the Self in the world both come to an
end. Only infinite Reality remains. This integration
represents “conquest” of the world and its illusion.
When the world is conquered, it fades away. Only
Truth remains, Truth nameless, formless, limitless,
Truth to be discovered only by inward experience and
dwelling with the Oneness within and the Knowing of
the mystery of that which before had only been
“symbols”. May the Truth rest gently upon your
being that you might find your way more clearly.

So where does the story, this never-ending story—
take up memory patterns which allows for insight?
We choose to reveal that which can be connected
within your own oral mythology.
With the closing of “cycles”, Truth must be left
for the next sequence of experience so that in the
ending of each cycle—Truth can come again as the
Hosts are always sent with the messengers to prepare
for the coming again of information long stored
against the day of recovery—to give confirmation and
understanding in measured input allowing belief and
comprehension for MAN cannot longer stand shock
against his density in manifestation—he has moved
too far into the darkness and away from his very
substance, the “Photon” expression as “Light”.
Since we, my scribe and I, often move back into
an experience upon which to bring understanding
within our connection, we journey in the memory of
those times of Egyptians and recognition of Aton and
feeble beginnings at recognition of Truth. Constantly
comes the testing of readiness of species and
civilizations in the density of placement in the cause
of learning. Always it has been the thrust of the Elite
would-be-gods to destroy and change Truth to deceive
and maintain power. Why think ye that places such
as the great libraries such as that of the Alexandrian
Library were destroyed? But were the writings in
Truth or simply a place of “scholars” in projection of
opinion and already tampered documentation which
would further pull mankind from his direction of
Lighted paths? That which “awed” and “awes” the
world are usually the imperfections of ego-oriented
MAN. What happened at Alexandria? Let us look a
bit at the setting and see if perhaps there was yet much
to be desired in the writings either before or after the
destruction of scrolls and sheets of scribblings.
“Writing” usually is only a method of setting down
misinformation to remind the readers of the lies and to
reinforce same. Truth abides in the memory and can
never be completely destroyed. This is WHY the oral
traditions, even with symbols misunderstood by the
masses—hold the actual Truth of evolvement and
connections with infinite eternal experience.
DESTRUCTION OF ALEXANDRIAN LIBRARY

KNOWLEDGE
What, then, is it that we are after in our
searching—our journey? We look for Truth, Knowing
and Returning in wholeness unto Source—always
leaving that which is Truth for the generations to
come. It is always through enforced “ignorance” that
man is conquered by the adversary of God. Enlighten
Man and ye have no adversary. Truth and Knowing
gives the FREEDOM long sought as goal unto eternity
and infinite balance in harmony with ALL.
So what has happened through the ages that MAN
has tampered and destroyed to keep from the people
created in such perfection and intelligent God reason?
The great stores of “knowledge” were destroyed,
rewritten, changed to serve the power-hungry and
rulers of the physical experience—in other words, evil,
for only physical human has “created” evil—all other
expressions simply ARE.

Since I have now spoken of Alexandria, let us
consider what happened as historically expressed.
It is generally acknowledged that the ancient
Egyptians possessed an extraordinary knowledge of
the arts and sciences. Their earliest Pharaohs were
patrons of learning in all its branches. Their priests
and philosophers were noted among the most scholarly
of men. I did not say “knowledgeable”, I said
“scholarly”! The architecture of the Egyptians awed
the world for centuries, and their wisdom in chemistry,
anatomy, medicine and astronomy was no less
amazing. How could it be? Even to limited
perception one must realize that something came prior
to this “wisdom” of earth scholars.
Under the dynasty of the Ptolemies, the city of
Alexandria became a mecca for so-called scholars.
The studious of all nations congregated there to enjoy
unparalleled opportunities for mental self-improvement
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and perhaps this is when massive mental
disinformation really got a strong hold on civilization.
Poets, historians, philosophers, and dramatists
assembled in the city of the Ptolemies largely to
consult the vast libraries which had been accumulated
by the Pharaohs of this illustrious line. I would note
herein that the only Pharaoh of the time period who
was worthy of any note at all was one called
Akhnaton. Therefore, if the libraries were allowed and
filled with “great” wisdom—it undoubtedly was the
“wisdom” chosen by the ruler in power at the time and
by simply “deductive reasoning”—it was not of God
in intent.
Knowledge, like a magnet, draws more knowledge
to itself, even if it be erroneous input, and by the
second century before the so-called Christian Era the
city of Alexandria had become a veritable metropolis
of books. “Its libraries are referred to in ancient
documents as the glory of the world—the axis of the
intellectual universe.” The misinformation in the prior
“words” is enough to make you “barf” if you have a
weak stomach.
In addition to numerous private libraries collected
by specialists in various departments of learning, and
the secret collections written in the hieratic glyphs of
the priests, there were two immense public collections.
The largest of these was the Brucheum which
formed a branch of the national Museum of
Antiquities; it contained some 490,000 papyri,
vellums, tablets, and inscriptions, magnificently
arranged in the niches and wings of a great rotundalike gallery. Do you see how much more vastly
disinformation can flow this day? Anyone with a
personal computer can flush through waste at
incredible speeds and completely bury the mind of
Man in total garbage or, worse, deceive Man into
believing he must have interpreters and go-betweens,
authorities other than self and “saviors” to take his
burden and “save even his soul”.
The second and smaller public collection, devoted
almost exclusively to obscure forms of knowledge and
therefore probably of greater practical value, was
contained in the Temple of Serapis, the patron deity of
the Ptolemies. This building, called the Serapeum,
housed 42,800 rolls preserved in fireproof containers
shaped somewhat like buckets with tightly fitted lids.
The various private collections brought the total
number of priceless literary treasures in Alexandria to
a figure exceeding one million documents. This was
a mighty feat in accomplishment even if not pure in
intent or content.
It is difficult to compare this ancient collection
with any modern library. Many institutions of the
present day contain a larger number of books, as for
example even before the age of the electronic brains,
or “brainless” machinery, in the late 1930s the British
Museum had over seventy-five miles of bookshelves.
This did NOT include the “new” thrust in writing of
the British/Zionist Khazarian Plan of World Conquest
in other than subtle form. The REAL blueprints were
kept in even more hidden places.
The Alexandrian collection was made up entirely
of hand-written works, for the most part unique copies
of the greatest antiquity, each of which today would
be worth a king’s ransom—but not for the proper
reason of truth in content—simply value of antiquity.
How interesting that one could not purchase an
Alexandrian collection at any price today. Again, not
because of its quality of knowledge implied—but
because of its antiquity—which instructions were
destructive then and have only been built upon since
the writings.
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ACTUALLY THREE DISASTERS
How did the Alexandria Library actually fall into
destruction? Well, it probably differs a bit from what
you perceive and have been told. It was NOT
deliberately burned as is assumed. Actually Caesar
didn’t give a hang about the library. In the first
century B.C., Cleopatra contested with her brother for
the throne of Egypt. Caesar ordered the burning of
the fleet in the harbor of Alexandria. A strong wind
rose, the fire reached the docks and spread. Before the
conflagration could be checked it had destroyed the
Brucheum and the greater part of the city.
When Cleopatra entered Alexandria under the favor
of Caesar, she ordered herself carried to the ruins of the
great library. She beheld a veritable mountain of
charred manuscripts and rolls, and the Queen of the
Sun cursed her ancestors that they had not made
adequate provision to protect the library from fire.
She knew a good antique when she saw one.
The burning of the Brucheum was regarded by the
Egyptians as a national disaster and by way of
atonement Rome presented to Cleopatra several
valuable collections of manuscripts which it had
accumulated from conquered peoples. Mark Antony
was especially active in the restoration of the
Brucheum. Surely enough—the new rulers could
rewrite history to suit themselves.
The great Alexandrian libraries were a second
time destroyed by Aurelian about A.D. 273. The
Serapeum was completely razed by the Christians in
A.D. 389 upon the Edict of Theodosius.
The colossal statue of the weeping god Serapis
which stood in the midst of the Serapeum also was
demolished at this time.
Alexandria never entirely recovered from the third
catastrophe. The love of learning lingered on,
however, until the last of the great collections was
entirely wiped out by Amru the Saracen in A.D. 640.
Thus perished the “glory” of the world, the
sanctuary of the arts and sciences, mother of
“wisdom”. And knowledge has continued its decline
ever since at the hands of liars and despots.
If it were asked what humanity has lost through
the destruction of the Alexandrian libraries, it will be
said that after Alexandria came the Dark Ages—the
total eclipse of essential learning. I would not be so
kind for I would suggest that the Dark Ages came just
prior to the great and wondrous “building” of the
libraries. Today a hundred branches of art, science,
philosophy and religion are laboring franticly and
painfully to restore that which was wrong and
incorrect in the first place.
The lost arts and sciences, the secrets of
everlasting pigments, the mystery of malleable glass,
the ever-burning lamps and the transmutation of metals
are among the losses as stated by modern scholars and
actually are listed as “minor losses”. What in
heaven’s name is “important losses”? Transmutation
of metals—a “minor” loss? Wake up little sheeple,
the barn is on fire!
The greater tragedy, however, is the loss of the
factual histories of the antediluvian world—the
beginnings of civilization—even the tampered, still
bearing the myths which DID HOLD FRAGMENTS OF
TRUTH. The origin of races, philosophies, religions,
and sciences—the accumulated knowledge of the lost
Atlantis—and the story of its final destruction, when,
according to the Mayans, it sank some ten to twelve
thousand or so, years ago, carrying sixty millions of
souls into transition in a single night—not to mention the
slow decay and degradation of the experience.
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Thus the most precious secrets of human origin, to
which you have recovered only the faintest clues,
vanished in smoke. However, I can promise you that
by this day—there would be nothing of Truth to be
found within those vaults at any rate.
I sincerely hope that you ones will go and read of
the times of Alexander, Alexandria and the Khazarians
(in the JOURNALS) for you have been given lies
instead of rebirthing of Truth through those
destructions of ancient times.
To connect the stories it may appear that I jump
hither and yon in my outlay of input. I must do this
because there are ones in receiving who are being
given their instructions and confirmations in bits and
pieces and those ones are scattered to the various
critical locations for service and guardianship of that
which was laid safe against this day of transition,
coming into KNOWING and passage of a remnant—
a return of the Bird Tribes, if you will. A regathering
of Eagles among the “bird” people that fulfillment of
the instructions for passage might be brought into
manifestation for the flight (migration).
COOPERATION AND SURVIVAL
IT IS NOT A CASE OF SURVIVAL OF THE
FITTEST, AS YOUR BELIEF SYSTEMS, BASED
ON SHORT-TERM OBSERVATION, PROCLAIM.
IT IS A CASE OF FLOURISHMENT OF THE
MOST COOPERATIVE BASED ON TRUTH,
WISDOM AND REACHING FOR BALANCE,
HARMONY AND ONENESS WITH THE SOURCE.
As we have spoken of the Lighted particles of
molecular structure according to a DNA blueprint—so
too does the Divine Plan have DNA blueprint. Just as
distinct, little beings work together to produce each
completed human cell, there are spirit beings designed to
work in symbiotic cooperation with each human ego.
There are many names for US. We have been
called angels, Bird Tribes, bird people, higher selves,
hoksedas, spirits of the stars and thus and so. The
reality of what we are is more than a name can
convey. We are the multiple projections of the Eternal
One, spirits designed to blend with present day humans.
You now consider yourselves to be your “egos”, but
egos are only a portion (perhaps the one most destructive
to growth aspect) of the human equation. The complete
human is a spirit/ego partnership.
You are individualized aspects of one holy and
eternal Being. You are your spirits as they exist apart
from the spell of “matter”. You do not evolve—you
incarnate. Your intelligence is pre-existent; your
identities, highly-focused frequencies of “star” “light”.
You need us of the guides to be whole, just as we need
you to fully enter and do our work in the physical plane
as we fulfill our purpose. We all seek to awaken in your
minds and hearts, to incarnate in your bodies that you
might realize the purpose and intent of your journey.
We are sent to return your human circuitry to its
Creator and again into KNOWING. Yet your human
egos are the guardians of this circuitry, the stewards of
your minds and hearts, and without your egos’
cooperation, our bonding and sharing is impossible.
You ego-ruled humans who feud and fight among
yourselves do not realize the obvious: the very values
that you employ to determine your social behavior,
would, if employed by your body parts, effectively
block any cooperative association of ribosomes,
enzymes, mitochondria and other little life forms of
crystalline life-force from providing you with even a
single coherent cell, to say nothing of a healthy and
integral human body.
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Hundreds of thousands of little beings, all working
voluntarily together, make a human body what it is. It
is not a case of survival of the fittest, you must come to
see, as your belief systems, based on short-term
observation of the universe verifies—or seems to verify.
It is rather a case of flourishment of the most
cooperative, as all long-term observation of the universe
verifies. It is through cooperation with one another that
diverse forms of life adapt and thrive. And it is only
through the symbiotic cooperation of a multitude of
simpler organisms that more complex organisms like
your bodies are able to come into existence at all.
OPTIMUM MOMENT IS HERE
At critical stages in their development, life forms
cooperate for their own advantage with other separate
and distinct life forms. Over time their cooperation
results in union. A new organism comes into being.
Again and again this occurs in the formation of
complex life forms.
This is analogous to what is about to happen again
as your late 20th century human world reaches the
optimal moment for materially oriented, ego-ruled
human beings to be joined by their spirit world
counterparts—US!
Your race is soon to experience widespread
awakenings, or as some will see it, a massive descent
of beings from the stars.
We represent the dreams of the Great Spirit, the
true dreams, the Truth, the clear dreams, the pure
dreams, never tainted by fear, never touched by any
motivation other than the motivation of love; and yet,
we are dreams nevertheless. Thoughts. Discarnate
beings drifting formless through a universe that has
placed the highest value on form, living in the
consciousness of a Creator whose desire is to take
form in the very creature that will result from our
bonding with you in an effort to help you remember
what and who you ARE. We are sent (come) to
remind you and again bring Knowledge, Truth and
Wisdom within your beings that you can find your
way back within the infinite circle of reality.
Our spiritual intelligence is the missing dimension,
the rejected aspect, of your own wholeness. For
thousands of years, you have been afraid of us. Many
of you are now learning that you have nothing to lose
and everything to gain by establishing contact with us
once again. It is only your ego that makes you fear.
Your ego is here to look after your physical body,
to make sure it gets enough to eat, to make sure it does
not walk over the edge of a cliff or damage itself
unknowingly. Your ego is the steward and potential
master of all material-plane fears, an important and
necessary component of your identity. However, your
ego was never meant to provide you with your primary
sense of self—and you have turned over your infinite
destiny into the control of a mechanical physicallyoriented destroyer of spiritual reality and growth.
In a healthy state, the ego is a secondary component
of identity and when it becomes the “first”, you are
doomed until you reach out and regain control.
In a healthy state, the Being behind all being, the
self behind every self, the Great Spirit behind all
creation is experienced as your primary sense of self.
Your ego does not have to be repressed or transcended
for this to happen. It does not have to perish. It
simply has to assume an appropriate relationship with
the spirit that in Truth you ARE, the spirit that wants
to incarnate and take up residence in your body/mind/
heart system. Not as in “walk-in” but rather as
“invited” wisdom.
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EGO REFLECTION
Your ego is by nature simply a “reflection”. It
can either be a good, sharp, clear reflection, or it can
be an independent, controlling reflection. Yet logic
shows there is no such thing as an “independent
reflection”. Your ego may create such an illusion and
fool you but if you believe in it, you will be troubled
and unfulfilled and continually work diligently toward
your own destruction.
When your ego stops “trying” to do everything all
by itself and you bring it back within control, and
invite eternal spirit into your consciousness in Truth of
understanding, your historical illusion evaporates like
mist on a bright and sun-filled morning. A polarity
reversal takes place in the charge of your human
envelope. The field of consciousness around you
changes. Instead of your ego dominating your sense
of identity and blocking your awareness of the Great
Spirit, an eternal sense of self awakens within you.
You know yourself as a projection of the Creator of
all the stars in the sky. You know yourself as one of
a family of god-beings, sharing God’s Being. You
remember! Everything is seen differently, clearly and
in proper KNOWING. Your ego becomes your
working partner and servant, and you commence the
conscious creation of a new human reality.
We bring to you an angelic awareness that
historically has not often been incarnate in human
form. We therefore bring an eternal continuity of
consciousness that henceforth you might know
yourselves as we know ourselves. Together, in loving
cooperation, we join to provide spirit and matter with
the optimal balance.
We are NOT here to dominate your ego, but to
secure its agreement, that between us we might work
together and, ultimately, as the perception of time and
proper sequence of this transition pass, merge into a
single, biological, spiritual and psychological entity—
an entity that shall in no way deny the needs and
concerns of either ego or spirit, but that shall in every
way honor and fulfill the fundamental design and
purpose of BOTH.
UNDERSTANDING
We understand love and how it seeks to become
objectified in a material universe. Your human egos
understand the mechanics of the physical plane.
Together we will form a single, creative dyad, an entry
point into which the Eternal One’s universal creativity
will pour and from there, flow out to thoroughly
transform these realms of matter.
We are come now to help you make the shift from
unconscious, creature worlds of biology, to conscious
co-creative biology. We are here to make this great
time of change as gentle as possible. Our purpose is
to blend with your race, to bring you into harmony
with the Creator and with the earth, to create a world
that works for everyone, a world that allows for the
optimal development of all creative potential. Many
human beings are already consciously blending with
us. Wherever human hearts are willing to honor the
spirits of love, we are present, we “incarnate”. We
complete the human creation come into KNOWING.
During the age when fear was enthroned as the
god at the source of human motivation, our
incarnations only rarely occurred. By this statement,
do not misinterpret intent of meaning in absolute
definition. Most of us—your symbiotic counterparts,
the missing pieces that are needed to make you fully
HUman—flew to the gentler, non-physical realms of
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higher vibration, fluttering away as birds might fly,
startled at the thrashing of some loud and ignorant
creature, only now to return, to approach you again
under more favorable conditions.
I can present only that which befits higher
brotherhood—as one who has walked upon your
plains and knows wherein I speak for God would not
leave you devoid of that to which you can relate. You
who are controlled by the options and opinions of
“another” are sorely in error. You CANNOT find Self
outside of self—you will only find “other” and it will
be of little value to you now and of no value at all to
you later as you meet responsibility for the experience
of journey and action.
As we focus now on places of the Lion and the
Eagle we must remember that the “FireBird” has given
that which would be needed. This one bears labels of
all nations and all people but all represent the One
outside of ALL THINGS—holding ALL THINGS and
being ALL THINGS.
The Great Spirit is the single “Being” whose
unfoldment has become this universe, the Source of all
Life and you ones have long ago FORGOTTEN the
meaning herein. I like the interchangeable titles as
given especially by the native populations awaiting
return of that Great Spirit: Mother God, Father God,
Wakan Tanka, Eternal One, Mother of Old Ones,
Goddess, Great One, Holy Spirit, Grandfather of All,
Above One, Eternal Being, Spirit of Truth,
Thunderbird, Source of Life and Fire Bird. This is
pleasing to my own recognition for it represents Truth
of direction—Sky People, Bird Tribes, Winged Silver
Clouds of the Sky-Dwellers—all reminding all of the
attachment to the eternal and infinite ALL.
TIME OF PURIFICATION
It is time now for the receiving of the Great White
Roots of Peace, this representation of the principles
that produce peace and unity—the uncovering of the
“what went wrong” and the laying of the foundation
of peace. This is in readiness for the return of the
winged brethren to integrate and share in the unfolding
of this Truth and Right Livelihood.
This is a period during which the earth is purified,
fear and love separated in human consciousness. In
the Mayan tradition and projections it represents the
time from your counting of some 1987 to counting of
2011. Is this valid “prophecy”? What matter? It is
the time of separate counting as the calendar of
counting ended, as was, in 1987. You are in the new
time of counting—year five! How many might there
be? I suggest you take your fingers and add!
What are we talking about in distinction of
change—what is the Great Distinction? It is living
membrane that defines the boundaries of the universe,
divides existing structure from future structure,
separates the Tonal and the Nagual (spiritual sea of
infinity that surrounds the universe like the sea
surrounds a fish, contains the patterns of all possible
new creation, the realm of potential and infinite
energy, the non-dimensional Presence of God, that
which has no name). So you now approach the “Great
Line” which is living, spiraling threads that weave the
membrane of the “Great Distinction”.
There is a native tongue word I must relate herein
for it is carried in derivation by all of the “PEOPLE”
true to reality—the REAL people.
It is
Ongwhehonwhe: the people true to reality, the real
people, a term primarily used by native tribes and
technically pertaining to (and used to refer to all
people whose spirit is fully incarnate and in whom
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spirit/ego integration has occurred). The Real People.
The Original Beings. The Original Creators of Life.
I cannot define locations of geographical
boundings for People come from one Source to scatter
throughout the dwelling places as the changes come
upon a life-form. I can only say that as we move
along you will find that some of the locations and
native “people” remain in guardianship of the holies
and the treasures preserved against this need this day.
And what of that “treasure” and those “holies”?
Well, there has been great reason for their
remaining untouched and even presented in most
unlikely form so that ones who are the guardians
can know when the time is correct in the bringing
within the receivers and workers sent to fulfill
transition in properness. Man desires the wealth for
self and ego greed. This is not allowed nor shall it
ever be allowed as regards the places of God and
unfolding of the remnant in passage. Abundance is
that which shall come back for service in pure intent
of goal and trust of the “keeping”.

point, the things of the physical must be utilized
lest the bodies not be ready and perish.
It will finally be placed into the working hands of
ones who have grown (or outgrown) the need for egorecognition and who will serve only the purpose to
greater evolvement for the greatest numbers of God’s
creations. The very secret of success lies in the
learning of the “lessons” of “management” whereby
the work can be done without note and behind the
guise of smallness and multiple functioning so that all
needs are covered, Earth itself preserved and used in
harmony and a network between my “centers” be
stabilized and integrated. All of this CAN be
accomplished if ones will attend Truth and turn from
the lie and liars. It can and will be done within the
workings of that which IS for you have nothing else
upon which to work—you only have that which IS.

SO WHAT ABOUT IT?
What about it? If you are searching for wealth—
ye shall not be given into either the finding or the
receiving. If ye do of your work in service as
directed, it shall come in fullness as it is discerned
appropriate by higher Source. Much must be made
ready—mostly the workers so that unveiling is in
Light and not brought forth birthed in evil intent.
We can speak of individuals who have sought
unsuccessfully to uncover this vast wealth. However,
it is so well guarded that accidental discovery is
impossible. The reason for this is obvious. Were this
wealth to fall into the wrong hands, it could literally
destroy mankind. Furthermore, before this vast wealth
can even be entrusted to the proper custodian, he must
be most carefully and thoroughly groomed and tested;
prepared through a series of lifetimes for service at the
“door”. Most critical is that the one who attends come
into awareness of the Divine Plan unfolding and
recognizes his/her counterpart in service. For it is
only through recognition that he can properly
cooperate with entities beyond Earth and coordinate
the use of this “treasure” for the proper benefit of
mankind and necessary passage of this remnant—a
rebuilding, if you will, in integrity and life-sustaining
passage. We must begin with the reclamation of
portions of God’s own “land” and then all else can be
built upon and within that “land”. There must be
centers of activity but not noted as “centers” lest focus
fall upon the projects and cause destruction.
DOLLARS AND CENTS?
Ah, no measure of the whole can be placed on
such a commodity. The treasure as such consists of
that which is beyond the definition of wealth—as in
the form of precious stones or metals. The
treasures are in concepts, inventions, technologies,
knowledge as are preserved and made ready for use
through such passage—but this is in addition to
vast tangible resources of such precious metals and
minerals, artifacts of past civilizations and secret
locations of unmined natural resources. The most
valuable asset of the treasure is literally priceless,
since it could not be purchased with all of the
material wealth of all the worlds. The asset to
which I refer is the secret of overcoming death and
transmuting oneself into the cosmic consciousness
within Light. However, to reach that transition

WHO SHALL IT BE?
Why do you ask? If ye be in the preparations ye
have no need to know for in the KNOWING you will
recognize only the unfolding in proper sequence in
return for your labor. The KEYS to the unfoldment
will rest in the recognition of the messages as
brought forth to understanding ones who will take
their piece of the puzzle (tapestry) and HEAR THE
CALL. The counterpart “receivers” will know and
prepare. NO more and NO less. Would ye expect
a trumpet blast and target drawings to allow for
confiscation? Ye who have but for self—shall have
a rude awakening, indeed. This does not mean that
abundance should not bring beauty and return—but it
will be only in intent of service that this measure will
flow upon any one or any nation. IT IS ONLY
THROUGH GOD THAT THE WHOLE OF
SHIELDING CAN BE GARNERED—REMEMBER
IT FOR WHEN YOU TURN FROM GOD INTO
THE REACHES OF EARTH PHYSICAL—YE
REMOVE YOUR ONLY PROTECTION THROUGH
THE SHIELD WHICH DEFLECTS (ACTUALLY)
THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES BROUGHT AGAINST
YOU AS A SPECIES.
Do not trouble self over “who”, etc. It will fall to
the ones who have done their work and demand it not
but rather serve “as if”, for it is only in the knowing
of receiving that unlimited perception can allow.
The guardians will know the custodian and the
custodian will know the resource and stream of flow—
it will not be through any self-appointed guru or
person of “high ranking” physical presentation. Not
only must the custodian have passed all testing and be
fully prepared so recognition can be realized—but
man’s development must reach an acceptable level in
order to be able to utilize such “treasures”. We are
now come into the time wherein the “Plans” must
begin to come into fruition and ye shall not be given
into knowing where, how, who, what and when. If ye
be ready then you have no reason to ponder—if not,
it shall not be of your deciding at any rate.
There are many places wherein the “treasures” are
kept, for they are the remnant places of the long-ago
experience of continents and civilizations—placed for
the unfolding or brought again from places of security
for utilization at this evolvement. We are entertained
by your need for hoarding of things such as gold, etc.
For there will be a time when it is totally valueless to
physical man as it is to spiritual progression—for we
can bring it forth from atmosphere into any shape and
form deemed through thought. It is the use and the
users which are of importance and God knows HIS
PEOPLE. So be it.
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TURN TO PHYSICAL AND MISS THE BOAT
Man dreams and ponders of how he shall come
into inheritance of the great treasures of wealth and
knowledge. He is sure that things are hidden within
the places manufactured by man such as the Great
Pyramids, etc. The places of the Lion and the Bird
Tribes are places of God’s provision and shall emerge
in strange ways in strange manners and forms
unsuspected by MAN. It is well worth our own while
to focus man’s attention upon those egotistical
monuments of Man unto Man—for in so doing, man
forgets to note that God is present and at work—
ONLY THE VERY FEW SHALL REALIZE THE
TRUTH OF IT. If you wish to have sweet dreams,
little brothers, you must first plant the seeds which
bear sweet dreams and fruit. If yours is a journey of
ego-gratification—ye shall NOT be in the gifting of
God’s greatest treasures for ye are not a worthy vessel.
The Man of God shall always wear an open mind
for all possibilities of unlimited infinite God and so
shall it come unto him who accepts the chalice and
steps across the threshold in boldness within the circle
of Light. Ye who come and walk with me are blessed
indeed, for I know the way, for I come with the Life,
the Way, the Word and the All of All. May ye ponder
these things that ye might become “worthy” of the
greatest gift of all. Salu.
Let us have rest, please, as our day began very
early indeed. May ye who have eyes to see, do so. If
thine ears are clear and hearing—ye shall flourish in
the Truth of passage. I salute ye ones who dare and
step forward in service unto Truth. Peace shall rest
upon you as the cloak of Light as day floods across
the darkness. AHO!
dharma
EDITOR’S NOTE
There are MANY things going on in the World
very worthy of coverage and emphasis but this issue
is intentionally being kept very small and focused on
the Divine Plan. Here is a list of news stories not
covered in this issue but which you might want to look
up on the Internet for important background:
• Baton Passing to China, AsiaTimes.com
• Bilderberg 2007, DanielEstulin.com
• The Dollar: An Agonizing Reappraisal: Gold
Vanishing into Private Hoards, FinancialSense.com
• New Wars Require New Weapons; Pentagon
Reaffirms U.S. Right to Deny Adversaries Use of
Space; Regional Currency to Replace Dollar in
Argentina-Brazil Trade, RIA Novosti
• No Jobs for U.S. Citizens without Homeland Security
Approval, various sources
• Putin: I’m the World’s Only ‘Pure Democrat’,
Associated Press
• Congressman Ron Paul Targeted; U.S. Deploys
‘Dragon’ Soldiers On Canadian Border,
WhatDoesItMean.com,
• Syria changing from Dollar to IMF SDRs,GMA/RA
• The Camps Are Real - 1 American Not Sleeping,
1AmericanNotSleeping.wetpaint.com
• UN Forecasts Dollar Collapse: Press Conference on
Midyear Update of World Economic Situation,
Prospects, UN.org
• Mr. Bush Sets out to Bamboozle the Group of Eight,
WorldReports.org
This is “it”: “The Optimal Moment”. Is Man ready
for Abundance? Are YOU, really? We shall see.
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Madrigal Acop Foundation, Inc. (Philippines)
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In fulfillment of legal requirements
for sufficiency of Public Notice,
this is the third of three
publications of this Notice.

Global Alliance
Investment
Association

Public
Notice
Also Affecting:
Budget Corporate Renewals, Inc.
Budget Corporation Services, Inc.
CONTACT, Inc.
Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing,
Ltd.
Don Esteban Benitez Tallano & Don
Gregorio Madrigal Acop Foundation,
Inc.
Phoenix Institute for Research &
Education
Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
Foundation for the Tallano Estate,
Inc.
International Energy Systems
Corporation
International Energy Systems
Corporation DBA IESC (California)
Continential Developers, Inc.
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THANK YOU
For Your Support
Thanks to God working through many who have
voiced their support, “just” prayed for the best
outcome for the highest good of all and/or provided
financial support, we have what we need to sustain.
Seven years ago, GCH wrote: “...[G]oodness usually
costs everything of considered value in the material
world—to accomplish abundance and achievement of
the very things you thought you lost. When you
change your focus—you change the world.”
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Phoenix Source Online
email: GCHContact@OneMain.com
www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
-Published and unpublished Journals
- CONTACT back-issues

FAIR USE NOTICE:
This News Review contains excerpts of copyrighted material intended
to advance understanding of environmental, political, human rights,
economic, scientific and social justice issues. Such use is considered
‘fair use’, exempt from copyright laws as provided for in Title 17, Ch.
1, Section 107 of the U.S. Code.

(702) 940-9858
Phoenix Source Distributors

Please note:

And so it has come to pass that the Phoenix has been
trashed into the ashes and only the very few can see
the signs of its rising and the new beginning.

Temporarily, at least, all inquiries should be
routed through THE GOODLY COMPANY
in Las Vegas, Nevada at the telephone
number provided above. We apologize for
any inconvenience but fully expect to reestablish a correct working relationship
through our order center in Tehachapi,
California in short order.

It bears repeating: We are “there”. All that remains
is for you to choose the role you will play in the
outworking of the Divine Plan. For my part, I will
continue to contribute 100% of my life energies to
“The Mission” as put forth by Commander Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn through his scribe, “Dharma”.

For some 7 years over 100 Phoenix Journals were
withheld from the public domain never having been
published. We acknowledge Dr. Overholt for his
efforts in collating the writings of Commander
Hatonn into Journal format and are pleased to now
be able to offer these Journals “as-is” until such time
as others can apply the finishing touches (titles,
indexing, etc.)

Free Download at:
www.PhoenixSourceDistributors.com
For the latest News on the

Sincerely,

‘DivinePlan’
unfolding from the Philippines:

Ronald W. Kirzinger
President and Director
CONTACT, INC.
PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
(702) 940-9858

www.GlobalAllianceAssn.com
www.TallanoFdn.com

In the face of a lie, present truth if
you know it, and let the liar be
caught in his own trap which was
laid for you.—GCH, 1/6/02

